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1. General 
 
AIRBTC is a multi-functional token in the AIR ecosystem, with a total supply of 
210 billion. AirCoin DAO Labs communities around the world have decided to 
launch AIRBTC to commemorate BTC and AIR; and to honour the legendary 
Satoshi Nakamoto for his immeasurable efforts for the crypto world and its 
decentralization. AIRBTC has inherited the core value of BTC, is committed to 
achieving decentralized operation; and provides users with new 
environmentally friendly mining opportunities through innovative mechanisms.  
 
 

2. Tokenonics 

 
2.1. Supply and Distribution 
 
The total supply of AIRBTC is 210 billion, with the distribution structure as 
follows: 
 

n Black hole: 20 billion (accounting for 9,52%) 
n LP mining: 136.5 billion (accounting for 65%) 
n Community Fund: 10.4 billion (accounting for 5%) 
n Burning: 41.45 million (accounting for 0.02%) 
n LP added: 23.05855 billion (accounting for 10.98%) 
n Pot: 20 billion (accounting for 9.52%) – This LP has been sent to the 

black hole for destruction. 
 
2.2. Mining and Burning 
 
The daily increase is the sum of 39,555.5 million and 2,876 million 
commemorative coins, i.e. 68,315 million per day. It is estimated there will be 
a trading volume of 3.5 billion per day. The burning volume of the two is 
greater than the increase. 
 
2.3. On-Chain Buy and Sell Tax 
 
AIRBTC (LP mining model) buy and sell tax: 5%, in which: 
 

n Burning: 2% 
n Buy Back: 1% 
n Operation & Marketing: 2% 
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3.  AIRBTC Mining Guidelines 
 
LP mining method has been adopted by AIRBTC. Mining is executed by the 
USDT-AIRBTC LP token, which is obtained by USDT on PancakeSwap to 
purchase AIRBTC and then add it to LP (V2). 
 
USDT-AIRBTC LP tokens need to remain in the same wallet, DO NOT 
transfer them to other wallets, otherwise, mining won’t be able to be carried 
out. Mining takes place every 24 hours for an 8-year cycle. 
 
 

4. Communities and Contacts 
 
AIRBTC welcomes every one of you to join the communities and projects. The 
detailed contact information is as follows: 
 

- X (formally Twitter)�https://x.com/aircoinreal (English) 

https://x.com/aircoinrealcn (Chinese) 
 

- Official Website�http://aircoindaolabs.cool/ 

- Discord�https://discord.gg/Xa7ry8Xxxa 

- Facebook�https://m.facebook.com/aircoinreal 

- Reddit�https://www.reddit.com/r/AirCoinDAOLabs 

- Instagram�https://instagram.com/aircoindaolabs 

- YouTube�https://youtube.com/@aircoindaolabs 

- Telegram�https://t.me/aircoinreal (English)    

https://t.me/AIRCOINCHINA (Chinese) 

- Official Website�http://aircoindaolabs.cool/ 

- Official Email: aircoindaolabs@proton.me 
 
 
 
Let’s build the future of AIRBTC together! 
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5. Conclusion 
 
AIRBTC is not only an emerging cryptocurrency, but also a token of our 
commitment to decentralization, promoting blockchain technology 
development, and helping transform the global financial system. While 
enjoying the mining feast, each one of us can also join the AIRBTC 
communities in exploring the path of innovation and collectively promoting the 
application and development of blockchain technology.  
 
 

6. Disclaimer 
 
This white paper is for reference only and does not constitute investment 
advice. Investors should make investment decisions based on their full 
understanding and evaluation of risks. AIRBTC shall not be liable to any 
investors for their investment decisions and acts. 
 


